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Political, economic or social factors 

The Age of Reason, but Christianity still prevailed in 18thC, concentrating on personal devotion & piety, eg simple exteriors of religious 
buildings. In 1699, Louis XIV requested more light-hearted paintings for Versailles, Rococo style developed, rebelled against Academy whose 
biennial salons were then only important exhibitions, (Academy reasserted authority by 1750s). Elaborate open air festivals still played an 
important part in European court, German Zwinger created. English King George I developed constitutional monarchy giving political power to 
land-owning oligarchy, Classicism & Roman republican virtues of Cicero taught in schools, ideas over garden began to change. Love seen as 
‘natural’ passion but to be restrained with social convention. Natural signified divinely ordered universe, revealed by Newton. Liberty natural only 
within this structure, providing model of new social system. New Herculaneum & Pompeii discoveries from 1738 fed new ancient cultural insights 
into Classicism. 1st time Museums regarded for public education. Artistic works commissioned for sole purpose of improving public morality eg 
“The Oath of the Horatii” by political painter Jacque-Louis David. Nobility of ancient roman stoicism & patriotism would’ve been approved subject 
of Louis XVIs ministers but became symbol for the revolution. Latter 18thC characterised by wars & revolution. Conflict between Britain & France 
started 7years war in 1754.Art increasingly used as propaganda, America’s Declaration of Independence meant US became promised land of 
Enlightenment. Classicism regarded as being in line with their political ideals, the contemporary dress (reportage), but painted in the Grand Style 
of Benjamin West’s Death of General Wolfe,1770, a popular print representing a turning point in modern history. French Revolution! 1789, Bastille 
demolished, King lost control of Paris & political changes (eg formation of national assembly, declaration of rights of man, abolition of feudal 
rights, nationalisation of church property, riots) forced every Frenchman to take a side. Jacobin club extremists, the Terror, the guillotine used on 
Louis XVI & Marie Antoinette & others. Subsequent moderate views saw many imprisoned, eg JL David. Napoleon Bonaparte rose in prominence, 
leading 1799 coup. Venetian gov almost dissolutioned during life of Francesco Guardi & Canaletto, fell to Napoleon in 1797.  

Age of Reason over by 19thC with miraculous revelations in philosophy & science. Europe saw the ‘despotism of liberty’(Marat) of 
Napoleon's imperial rule, began a period of political & social unrest. French Power transferred from aristocracy to bourgeoisie. Press censorship. 
Rapid population increase, spread of industrialisation, enrichment of entrepreneurs, drift from country to city & emergence of an urban proletariat 
mean growth of new social structures. Class war across Europe. Industrialisation revolution began in 1780s England, no guild restrictions/customs 
barriers & exploiting colonial empire & overseas trade. Terrible Human suffering for poor living in slums. By 1826 overproduction caused trade 
recession & thousands unemployed. 1830s Owen & Fourier’s theories forced change. Public parks, lungs of the city, combated polluted air. Regents 
park designed by John Nash. American journalist Frederick Law Olmsted collaborated with Calvert Vaux on NY’s Central Park in 1863. US had 
booming industrial economy, despite Civil War, Yosemite/Yellowstone National Parks created 1864. Civil war provoked most anxious heart 
searchings on the problem of national identity, eg Winslow Homer. Caleb Bingham made hostile images of Native Americans, were seen as enemy 
of civilisation as they allied with British during the Revolution. Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, 1862, presented a Unionist View of the state of 
the nation. In the South,1876,segregation more enforced, African Americans not included in 5th Amendment. Slave trade still on the increase but 
Christians/Quakers & free thinkers began to campaign, driven by ideas of freedom as a right, a new moral imperative.Trading abolished 1792 in 
Denmark,1794 in France, Britain, USA, finally Brazil in 1831, prompting discussion of emancipation of women. Actually owning slaves was legal in 
British Empire until 1834, French Empire 1848, USA 1865, Spanish colonies 1873 & Brazil 1888. Freedom a sensitive issue, especially since 
French revolution(s) so artists (eg Johann Moritz Rugendas & Auguste-Francois Biard) concentrated on slave trade aspect. Others had political 
overtones re slavery eg The Medusa. Biard & Turner exhibited in RA 1840, a month ahead of international anti-slavery convention. British self-
righteous indignation was a barrier to commercial exploitation of Africa. Most images of black people aroused pity rather than admiration, Nathaniel 
Jocelyn’s proud portrait of black hero Cinque, (slave ship rebel) was too controversial to get shown in Philadelphia. History dominated 19thC 
thought, photography played into this with more accurate records of events, earlier works of art & architecture. Marx & Hegel based their 
philosophies on historical precedent. Art for Art’s Sake attacked as much as commended. Critics against photography becoming a new art form, eg 
Baudelaire in 1859, didn’t like there was no artist's touch. Much discussion culminated in a Paris judge ruling that photographs could be ‘products of 
thought & spirit, of taste & intelligence, bearing the imprint of a personally & thus a work of art’(1862). Still excluded from Saloons & RA (into the 
20thc). Artists such as Ingres petitioned against ruling but not Delacroix. Poet de Lamartine thought photography was a collaboration between 
artists & the sun. Fox Talbot remarked photographs reveal details the eye doesn’t notice & the split second timing catches moments not registered 
by the human eye, eg ‘flying gallop’ & non-blurred spokes of a rotating wheel. Rodin remarked that ‘the artist is truthful & photography lies‘. Franco-
Prussian war ended in humiliating surrender 1870. In ‘71,1st German emperor crowned at Versailles, Paris Commune viciously suppressed 
(Courbet imprisoned). Many artists avoided the trouble by going abroad, eg Manet & Sisley went to London. 2nd Empire monument Paris Opera 
House opens in period of 3rd Republic, a celebration of ‘bourgeois stability’ but sculpture criticised for indecency (designed by Charles Garnier with 
virtuoso sculpture on its façade by Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux). Paris, a city for men, women & children preferred society in the suburbs (painted by 
Morisot). Public have difficulty comprehending the work of the Impressionists. Neo-impressionists were active supporters of French Socialist-
Anarchist movement eg Signac, bore witness to ‘great social struggle.. taking place between workers & capital ‘.Socialism played positive role in 
highlighting social protest eg Angelo Morbeli For eighty cents,1895. American Civil War ends 1865. Japanese woodblock became widely accessible 
after 1854 when Japan reopened to foreigners by USA, closed since 1638 except for Dutch. Devastating fire in 1871 caused an architecturally 
innovative building boom in Chicago. Wealth & expectations of bourgeois life prompted new domestic architecture as middle-class architects 
designed medium sized detached houses. 
Changes to status or training of artists 

Prominent French private collectors provided work for artists. Dispute between Poussinists (favoured drawing over colour, appealed to 
the intellect) & Rubenists (colour to imitate nature for an impression on senses) bisected the Academy. Engravers respected & well paid 
producing prints of artists work & spreading fame. Venetian Fresco artist Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, greatest & most expensive. Collaborations of 
architects, painters & sculptors meant integration of skillsets. Robert Adam set the tone for architects ruling supreme whilst craftsmen merely 
carried out designs, gap of artists & craftsmen widened especially in industrially advanced England.Josiah Wedgwood‘s pottery factory, artisans 
had predetermined patterns. Artists demanded recognition of superior status resulting in Royal Academy (RA) founding in 1768, 1st president was 
status obsessed Sir Joshua Reynolds, knighted 1769. He elevated portraiture, posing his sitters in classical mythical figure poses. Angelica 
Kauffman,1 of 2 women founders of RA until 1920s, painted 4 huge oval self-portraits for the ceiling of the lecture hall covering 4 elements of 
painting,colour,design,composition & genius of invention. Sculptor Antonio Canova refused state sponsored trip to Rome to copy the Greek 
masters, he didn’t want to be a mere copyist, he self-funded on his own terms. Given a block of marble to carve as he wished, not prescribed by a 
patron, Theseus & the Dead Minotaur a success, awarded important commissions. Artistic thought changed at end of 18thC due to radical 
changes of revolution, new notions of artistic freedom, identity, sincerity, uniqueness. Artists transcending logical thought to tap into unconscious 
mind. Louvre opened to the public, artists could study previously unavailable old masters. Artists worked mainly for the middle classes, who 
demanded an escapist art, evocations of distant times & lands, happy country folk & beautiful nature eg Constable. Dealers sold individual prints 
from calotypes, subject important for paintings to secure wide & profitable diffusion of prints. Exhibiting in London, Paris & Berlin enabled artists 
such as Albert Bierstadt to achieve international reputations. Women artists started to achieve prominence despite restrictions, prevented from 
studying at art schools & life models. A few were pupils of JL David eg Mme Benoist, her work of a black woman shown in 1800 Salon. Her 
career cut short by her husband becoming a king's minister, not ‘proper’ as a painter wife. Another pupil of David, Antoine-Jean Gros, reflected 
aspirations of empire as well as David had of the republic. eg Napoleon in the Plague House at Jaffa,1804. A new type middle-class privately 
funded type of artist emerged, supporting themselves without commissions, freedom to choose their own subjects eg Theodore Gericault & Jean-
Baptiste-Camille Corot. French ‘historical landscape’ painters (eg Corot) had academic backing, based on precedents of Claude & Poussin. 
Turner was elected associate of RA in 1799 & full member in 1802, Constable had to wait for associateship until 1819, not full member until 1829. 
Many famous American artists were trained in Europe eg Thomas Eakins. Photography equipment & technique became more readily available, 
taken up amateurs, often more successful at penetrating characters than professionals eg Julia Margaret Cameron. Daguerreotype studios 
opened in Europe & US in 1840 & by 1853, 86 in NY alone! Portraiture made available to ordinary people. prints $2,eventually 12cent. reflection 
of increasingly materialistic culture. A regular feature of 19thC were attacks of outrage on artists by the public. Salon des Refuses opened 1863 to 
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accept works rejected by the Salon, including those of Impressionists, providing alternative avenue for success. Impressionists eventually 
recognised by cultivated intelligentsia if not the official art world. Successful artists had good standard of living, eg Monet had 6 gardeners! More 
artists working without commissions due to independent economic means, amateurs taking up art as a passion, art as a way of life became 
common changing the status of artists. Scottish Art Nouveau architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh more appreciated in Vienna than Glasgow 
due to the style spreading via international lavishly illustrated magazines. 1890s International exhibitions making artists quickly well known. 
Development of materials & processes 

Industrialisation was theme for 18thC, factory-like efficiency pervaded. 1st factory, silk mill, created in England. 1st spinning machine 
patented in 1738,1st spinning mill in ‘71, by Richard Arkwright. In Rome, Antonia Canova developed efficient studio practice, statues 1st 
modelled in clay, plaster casts taken, marked at points so assistants could roughly carve marble blocks, he could finish with chisels, drills & rasps 
allowing for more output. Duplicates of Houdon’s sculptures churned out as propaganda of ‘cult of great men of modern times that was promoted 
by thinkers of the Enlightenment’. New importance given to the sketch by romantic artists & fee handling of materials which reveal artists 
individual touch. Development of lithography in 1798 preserves artists touch with no engraver, promoted caricaturists in newspapers. 
Watercolour revival, artists eg Blake coloured prints by hand. Turner, Constable & Friedrich all began with topographically accurate views in 
watercolour. Starting with etudes, precise studies of bits of the countryside (drawing in the open countryside equivalent of life class) used later in 
studio. Turner famous for large scale watercolour ‘Romantic Landscapes’ (18thC meaning). Oils relied on heavy scumbling & use of palette knife, 
departed radically from accepted academic manners, shocking critics. Constable prepared works with drawings & full size painted sketches, 
worked with bravura of handling of fully loaded brush/palette knife. Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre & William Henry Fox Talbot announced their 
independent photographic inventions publicly in 1839. FT recalled trying to sketch a landscape using a Camera Lucida on his honeymoon, he 
aimed for the idea of the ‘fixing’ the image. Early 18thC discovery that certain chemicals darkened on exposure to light helped. Also explored by 
Thomas Wedgwood (son of potter). In France, Nicephore Niepce also experimented with metal & glass plates, Daguerre developed that until in 
1837 recorded a Parisian street onto silver coated copper plate, one of the first daguerreotypes. FT experimented with a different process, two 
stages because his camera recorded negative images on transparent paper which had to be fixed, placed over another sheet of sensitised paper 
& again exposed to light to make a postive print. Daguerreotype process adapted for 2 decades in Europe & US for rapidly growing demand for 
portraits. Daguerreotypes revealed ‘the secret character with a truth no painter would venture upon‘, Hawthorne,1851. Paintings of Fredrick 
Douglas (strong-minded political ex-slave) softened his features, whereas daguerreotype more representative of his character. Characterised by 
stiffly posed figures with serious expressions they could hold for the long exposure time. Each 1 a unique object, unlike FT’s process where many 
prints could come from 1 negative, a bit like lithographs could be pulled from stone. His negatives called calotypes, beautiful images. Robert 
Adamson took up the process, collaborating with painter Octavius Hill who used the photos as references. FT prints less well defined that 
Daguerreotypes because of the rough paper, was superseded in 1850s by glass negatives providing sharper definition. Some artists preferred 
the fuzzy ones as works of art rather than visual documents. Development of sensitive plates & mechanical shutter allowed photographers to 
record of swift action. eg Eadweard Muybridge Galloping Horse,1878, Flash-light powder was invented in 1887, allowing documentary 
photographer Jacob A Riis to record New York slums, his book, How the other half lives(1890), included reproductions using the newly developed 
Half-tone process. This process enabled cheap widespread diffusion of photos but with smudged detail & softened impact. His photos, turned 
lantern slides enabled middle classes to go slumming without discomfort. His compositions actually had effect of distancing sordid subject matter, 
insidious in their supposedly innocent objectivity. Some artists, eg Delacroix, incorporated photographs into their workflow to draw sketches of 
nudes. Manet, Courbet & others used photographs as records of events. Degas gave up oils for pastel, mixed media & watercolour by 1870s. He 
learned devices of illusion from Japanese prints, a way of seeing form. Also keen photographer. Excepting Degas, the Impressionists completed 
their finished works in open air, not just sketches. Impressionists used high toned palette of clear bright colours, applied with varied, broken 
brushwork onto a canvas primed with white (not traditional brown), using colours alone to create form, spectrum colour s blend optically with 
distance. In contrast with spontaneous freshness of Impressionist brushwork Georges Seurat developed a new laborious, painstaking methodical 
technique done in studio he called chromo-luminarism(pointillism/divisionism), short non-directional brushstrokes uniformly separated painted 
evenly across the canvas, greater luminosity. Later, these brushstrokes became juxtaposed dots of pure colour ‘divided’, colours blended optically 
at correct distance instead of mixed on the palette. Angelo Morbeli created specially devised 3 pointed brush to make intricately woven strokes 
run in parallel 3's. Revolutionary use of real materials in sculpture such as hair, muslin or satin. Lithography developed into ‘polychrome medium 
converted posters ’ allowed new form of public art eg Lautrec. New reproduction process following invention of photography allowed art 
magazines to be lavishly illustrated (mentioned above). By 19thC, Multi-storey factories built of iron, reducing the risk of fire, impressed architect 
Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Metal as building parts, creating cast iron districts by 1840s, especially in NY, James Bogardus introduced cast iron 
facades, playing a role in prefabrication, important innovation of Industrial Revolution, parts could be mass produced & assembled onsite saving 
on time & skilled labour. Prefab houses of iron were being shipped from England all over the world. Crystal Palace by greenhouse designer 
Joseph Paxton exploited this to be of its own time. Intended as temporary space for an exhibition of international wonders of industrial age. 
Radical departure from previous design & construction but seldom admired by contemporary architects, who felt compelled to 'clothe' buildings in 
past style ornament while taking advantage of new materials eg John Roebling's Brooklyn Bridge, technological marvel with Gothic arches. Also, 
Statue of Liberty using internal metal framing to support copper drapery of the antique Roman vision. Buildings had maxed out at 12 stories until 
metal framing introduced in 1883 Chicago by William Le Baron Jenney, skeleton construction which free from load bearing walls followed in 
1889, Louis Henry Sullivan achieved complete independence from old styles from this & gave skyscrapers their classic form with his Guaranty 
(Prudential) Building (1894-95) in Buffalo, NY.  
Styles & movements 

18thC music mostly religious despite chamber music & opera developing, notable artists: Bach, Handel, Mozart, Haydn. Minority 
secular works were innovative painting of era, romantic themes emerged. Antoine Watteau painted fête galantes, fanciful paintings of rich 
frolicking outdoors. Early 18thC style of architecture, plain exterior & lavish interior, more concerned with space than form.French Rococo was 
‘frivolous confection of shells’, dismissed later as catering to whims of upper classes. Contemporary criticism for being at odds with the rational 
thought of Enlightenment, its spontaneity & novelty deviated from demands of academic rules. ‘genius lay in nuances, subtle juxtapositions of 
forms, gentle gradations & mingling of colours, the elusive dancing rhythms of only slightly differentiated motifs’. It introduced taste to small rooms 
eg boudoirs & a more intimate, personal feel for larger spaces, eg ‘A reading of moliere’ by Jean francois de Troy. Genre pittoresque, decorative 
style created by Nicolas Pineau & Juste-Aurele Meissonier, shells & tendrils with defined structure. Lightness, elegance & gaiety, Eg Hotel de 
Soubise in Paris. Curvilinear forms also good for carnal paintings in boudoirs, eg Boucher’s ‘Hercules & Omphale’. Jean-Simeon Chardin painted 
‘downstairs’ scenes & using earthy, wholesome colours, often with moral overtones & new themes showing the middle class life. Same patrons 
liked both. Louis XV’s mistress Mme du Barry commissioned Jean-Honore Fragonard’s work ‘The Progress of Love’ (4 parkland scenes), which 
palpitated with new life & amorous energy, but was rejected in favour of Joseph-Marie Vien’s work, more solemn & classical in style & almost 
direct critical opposition to Rococo. German Rococo developed from exuberantly Italianate Baroque (Borromini & Guarini) & difference between 
them is slight, can only be measured subjectively. Church interiors were designed to give a vision of heaven. French trained Francois Curvillies 
introduced Genre picturesque to Germany. Prolific German architect Johann Balthasar Neumann designed lavish Rococo staircase of Residenz, 
Wurzburg, Tiepolo’s painting on the ceiling above the stairs was designed to be seen from multiple viewpoints whilst climbing. ‘Painting, 
architecture & sculpture (stucco figures & huge shells in the corners) interpenetrate to create a total environment masking the frontier between 
reality & fiction’. Neo-Palladian architectural style developed from English distaste of baroque, Scottish architect Colen Campbell, 1 of many who 
wanted to return to Classical principles by way of Andrea Palladio. The style showed off social standing amongst the wealthy by the classicism of 
implied Roman republican virtues. Shown in paintings by William Hogarth which also show Italianate pictures on the wall & Rococo style interior. 
The landscape park (as seen in Gainsborough’s work Mr & Mrs Andrews 1749) was the most important British contribution to visual arts, seen as 
a symbol of liberty, contrast with the rigidly formal gardens of Versailles. These picturesque English gardens often had classical temples, a note 
of nostalgia for Grand Tour which rounded off a classical education for the rich where they saw old masters painted in the grand style. In 
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America, enlightened thinkers demanded moral rectitude, simplicity, clarity & logic. True style developed, founders of USA were depicted as 
mythological god-like figures but Jefferson & George Washington were depicted in contemporary dress by leading sculptor Jean-Antoine Houdon. 
His sculptures were a return to nature. Contemporary dress in art suggested reportage or ‘truth’ of the moral message. Rococo renounced in 
1750s, seen simultaneously in France, Germany & England. In Neoclassicism, an extension of the True style, compounded by Wincklemann’s 
writings, imagined mythological scenes were portrayed, classicism no longer slavish imitation, eg Canova & JL David. Canova revived sculpture 
with a style that was less personal & gentle, liberating it from architectural settings, designing work to be seen from a revolving plinth. His were 1st 
great works specifically intended for Museums. David’s style of painting fused classicism with contemporary reportage, secular intensity almost 
religious & political propaganda (eg commemorating martyrs of French revolution, Marat, the Tennis Court Oath & equestrian portrait of Napoleon 
crossing the Alps). Architectural parallels to his work found in designs by Etienne-Louis Boulee & Claude-Nicolas Ledoux. Return to antiquity with 
new boldness & simplicity, no frivolities only unbroken contours, clean-cut lines, right angles & simple shapes. The emphasis on geometry as 
opposed to free-flowing space. 

As 19thC progressed a new attitude to art, Romanticism arose, not 1 specific style but a change in artistic philosophy, ditching of old 
rules on what constitutes art & feeling, not reason, was guiding aesthetic. Allowed artists to express their individuality, sincerity & have their own 
styles. Romantic architecture, had no overall style but Hubsch stated each architectural design must be 1 style. Where Neoclassical artists strived 
for a style of ‘impersonal clarity for the universally relevant & eternally valid truths’, the ‘Romantics only guiding light was their inner feelings’. 
‘Neoclassisc not rejected but fragmented’.German ‘Nazarene’ artists demonstrated hypersensitive response to exquisiteness of natural form.RA 
prof John Henry Fuseli promoted art which concealed its means of production. Turner clashed at the academy, with violent colour & handling of 
paint that shocked critics. His antislavery The Slave ship,1840 reflected ‘deeply pessimistic cosmic vision in which humanity struggles vainly 
against elemental forces‘. His poem The Fallacies of Hope, was in the catalogue.Artists depicting scenes of contemporary life including reportage 
of events but actually propaganda inviting venation of subject eg Gros, neoclassical clarity gave way to richness, complexity & bravura handling of 
paint. His style emulated, extended, & his work disseminated as prints. A style change seen in his & Gericault’s works, focus no longer heroism 
but suffering of the troops. Victims also depicted, not just victors eg. Gericault’s The Raft of the Medusa,1819, (see annotation 2).Goya was a 
contemporary of JL David, & leading painter in Spain in 1780s. Was employed at Royal Court, welcomed enlightenment, hatred of injustice, 
religious fanaticism, superstition & cruelty. Made etchings Los Caprichos,1799, & Los Desastres de la Gurra, which showed the monsters lurking 
in the human brain & man’s capacity for cruelty to man, not intended for the public (unlike political piece 3rd of May, see annotation 1). Poet & 
painter William Blake, like Casper David Friedrick, confronted a world in which Christianity & Enlightenment were clouded over. His art & writings 
go hand in hand, he needed to resolve agonising conflicts between his own imagination/understanding & his faith. Friedrich’s work had hints of 
transcendental overtones eg the wanderer above the mists,1817-18. Non-Europeans started being depicted as individuals rather than exotic. eg 
Mme Benoist, however they were still represented differently to white women, eg breasts exposed or riské dress. At this time women in paintings 
were associated with divinity (eg Venus) or personification eg. Kauffmans self-portrait as colour, or Delacroix’s painting of liberty. Odalisque by 
Jean-August-Dominique Ingres censored in 1819 salon,1st of his many nudes in west Asian settings. Painted in cool blue sensuous surroundings 
of a harem, too many vertebrae. Madame Moitessier,1851, a high society portrait, painted surrounded by luxury with a pose slightly reminiscent of 
Aphrodite. An unruly pupil of JL David, self-appointed guardian of Classic tradition, devotee of Raphael, a champion of line, & great opponent of 
the champion of colour Eugene Delacroix. His style was of dynamic energy & great sweeping splashes of rich colour, eg Death of 
Sardanapalus,1828, spatial relationships ambiguous, rules of perspective disregarded & anatomy distorted, shown in 1828 Salon when 
Romanticism in art was being equated with liberalism in politics. eg 28th July: Liberty leading the people. John Constable said painting was 
another word for feeling (as did David Friedrich), sketches are full of feeling but finished works over-elaborated. Sketches were an attempt to 
capture initial vision & finished 6ft paintings were mature reflections. His subjects were landscapes with manually worked land/canals. Famous for 
almost Wordworthian ‘joy of elevated thoughts’. His contemporary, landscape painter Joseph Mallord William Turner had a more impulsive style, 
less reflective. Was concerned with visual appearances of fleeting effects of light which he sort to recreate,not represent & believed in the practice 
of painting as an end in itself. Often ridiculed in the press when his paintings were misunderstood eg The Slave Ship. Corot was greatest French 
landscape painter of his time, sensitive to qualities of light & atmosphere with knowledge of tone indicating form & suggestive of distance. 
Naturalism was determined by his choice of viewpoint like that of a photographer (new style of seeing just 4 years before photography invented). 
The camera cannot lie, but it needn’t tell the whole truth either. Photographer Roger Fenton was sent by British gov to Crimean war to disprove 
blundering military leadership. During American civil war photographers (eg Mathew Brady & Timothy H O’Sullivan) were in front lines recording 
the conflict. Recorded victims & disasters of war (like Goya did), rather than earlier paintings which celebrated heroism & victory. In Architecture, 
there was no 1 set style but each building was done in singular style. English Gothic Revival early 18thC.Regarded as national style, evolved at 
time of Magna Carta, the founding of British liberties. Controversy in 1836 as Houses of Parliament were rebuilt according to Gothic style rather 
than solely Classical, although result was a compromise. General design by Charles Barry, Gothic touches by Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin, 
whose ideas on Gothic as a principle rather than a style freed Gothic revival from being a deception. These ideas spread wider by John Ruskin. 
Juste milieu (Happy Medium) genre, historical paintings which avoided all extremes & overt Romanticism. Demanded accuracy of detail & local 
colour. Artists expected to research historically eg Paul Delaroch’s 'The Execution of Lady Jane Grey', 1833.Subjects chosen to attract immediate 
popular attention when 1st exhibited & profitable subsequent prints. Sometimes, as in Italy they also had overt political overtones. Pre-Raphaelite 
movement started in 1848 England, William Holman Hunt, John Everette Millais, Dante Gabriel Rossetti & 4 others. Misleading name, as they 
advocated only a return to nature & renunciation of academic practices, against ‘frivolous art of today‘, much as Socialist, Frenchman Gustave 
Courbet did, albeit in a different way with Realism. No heroic gestures, no firm centre compositions, limited colours & commonplace subjects 
such as 'A Burial At Ornans', 1849-50. Realism encouraged choosing of unconventional contemporary subject matter including sordid or industrial 
scenes. Jean-Francois Millet specialised in depicting rural working class people. Refused Socialist interpretations of his work, he had a fabricated 
uneducated peasant painter persona, actually fav pupil of Delaroche in Paris. Later settled into Barbizon School (lead by Theodore Rousseau. 
Edouard Manet often hailed 1st modern painter. Sincerity & realism of his art gave it a character of protest. Redefined sincerity to signify artistic 
honesty not emotional honesty. Socialist but from respectable bourgeois family. Wanted to be accepted by Salon but also to shock, which he did 
with several works, eg Olympia. Americans had their own style of portraits, genres, still lifes & landscapes based on naturalism, realism & sense 
of country. Thomas Cole, Hudson River School, said ‘All nature here is new to art’. Still followed the European convention of dark foreground 
strip, strong repoussoirs, & indicated scale with tiny human figures. America has landscapes of the grandest scales. Niagara,1857 by Frederic 
Edwin Church did away with these conventions. Martin Johnson Heade's work & others was termed ‘Luminist‘ describing early morning light 
depicted in the landscapes. Impressionism: Claude Monet tried to answer Baudelaire’s demand for an art for ‘modern life’ with The picnic, 1865-
6. Striving for optical truth on a contemporary subject. Impressionism born when Monet & Renoir spent summer together in 1869, their paintings 
showed innocent and joy in the visible world. They thought of it as final stage of Realism. It reflects positivist scientific attitudes of mid 19thC, 
Chevreul's colour & optical theories. Positivism influenced Realists already in their rejection of past & future as subjects. Should invent nothing, 
their concern was with truth & contemporary experience. Impressionists sought totally objective transcription of everyday world around them, 
emotionally uninvolved, often social observation giving voice to those not previously heard or painted . Baudelaire said ‘modernity is the transitory, 
the fleeting, the contingent'. Landscape or outdoor subject, usually small scale, painted on the spot. Relied on colours blending optically when 
viewed at right distance, not much tonal contrast. They combined elements that prior artists had used separately. Painted outside so 'the truth of 
the first immediate impression of the scene would not be lost'. Monet's  'Impression - sunrise’,1872 coined the term Impressionist. Paintings 
appear flat, as per scientific theory at the time that we do both see third dimension. Illusionistic innovations, experiments with spectrum palette, 
idyllic scenes, diaphanous brushwork, shimmering water & blazing summer light. Manet, Monet & Renoir often painted together. Albert Sisley 
simplest & purest, Female painter Berthe Morisot concentrated on subjects of social spaces of women & children with greater attention to solidity 
of form. Renoir developed doubts about lack of form, composition & content. With traditional concern with human figure & 'rainbow palette ', he 
wrung Impressionism dry. Edouard Manet associated but never exhibited with impressionists, seemingly concentrated on exploitation of women 
eg Olympia. Urban Nightlife & vitality of cafés, bars & cabaret. Loneliness & disillusion of city life, isolation & alienation typical of modern 
sensibility. Eg Manet's A bar at the Folies-Bergere 1881-2, & Degas, who created finished works in the studio with only studies done on location, 
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scenes of modern life, cafes, ballet dancers, nudes etc. Preferred 'artificial life' to 'natural life' of rest of the Impressionists. His images of women 
don't 'presuppose an audience ' they are 'honest simple folk '. Keyhole aesthetic. Also a sculptor, highly regarded by Renoir although his sculpture 
mostly only cast after his death. Greatest of all late 19thC artists Paul Cezanne believed in reflection upon rather than simply observe. New depth 
of understanding of Impressionism, art, nature, perception & reality, paintings had deep level of personal spirituality. Able to see depth & pattern 
simultaneously. Sought to answer problems of representing desired depth on a flat canvas. Financially independent,solitary, he enjoyed flexibility 
of setting up a still life to ‘realize’ over time, sometimes creating wax props. Purposefully created perceived distortions & incorrect perspectives. 
Use of colour, solid construction & simple shapes gave enhanced effects of mass, volume & rhythm. eg Fruit Bowl, Glass & Apples 1879-92. 
Evenly worked with thick, regular, slanted brush strokes & lush colour creates a consistency across the canvas. Wide range of subjects, still 
life,portraiture, landscape, painted with restricted palette of greens, blues & earth colours. Eg Mont Sainte-Victoire seen from Les Lauren (1902-
04). Japonisme: Influence of Japanese art signalled a break from Classical tradition, allowing new ways to see & represent illusion of 3D space 
on a 2D surface. Influence on Degas not immediately obvious, but showed him what drawing really meant. First of indigenous arts that helped to 
develop modern western art. Whistler's Nocturne: Blue and Silver, Cremorne Lights, 1872 translates Japanese art into Western terms, as does 
Monet's Impression – Sunrise. Mary Cassatt 's colour prints of women & children use high vantage point & asymmetry of Japanese style, similarly 
with Gauguin's The Vision after the Sermon,1888. Toulouse Lautrec incorporated the style translated into posters, flattening illusionistic space & 
uniting pattern of pictorial elements with lettering. Also evident in Van Gogh's later work. Neo-Impressionist: mid 1880s revolt on trivial content & 
formlessness lead to extended style with more meaning, personal impressions of artists. Seurat created pointillism to impose logic & discipline on 
Impressionist discoveries.eg bathers. Hard edged outlines & firm structural effect of line based composition also contrasts with Impressionists 
atmospheric imprecision. Working class subject matter, less bourgeois. Paul Signac, 1 of his followers, became diversionists /neo-impressionists 
spokesman. Politically provocative work by Signac, Pissarro, Henri-Edmond Cross & others now seems lyrical & carefree. Italian divisonisti 
developed independently. Symbolism: was main subjective current of anti-Impressionism at end of century. Turned away from objective naturism 
to imagination & fantasy. Expressive line & form. Aim ‘to clothe the Idea in sensual, perceptible form’.Explicit rejection of Impressionism & neo-
impressionism following Emile Bernard ‘to allow ideas to dominate the technique of painting‘. Went to Brittany for backwards village life, Pont-
Aven school. Developed simplified style of bold outline & flat colour, ‘Cloisonnism’, a catalyst for Paul Gauguin. He gave up being a stock broker 
in 1883 to paint. Dream, memories, imaginings & allegories predominant in his paintings as with other Symbolists such as Van Gogh, Edvard 
Munch, Auguste Rodin. Gauguin's style based on ‘innocence and knowledge, the savage and uncivilised ’. Sought purity, simplicity & myth of 
primitive which he immersed himself in,first in Brittany then when he moved to Tahiti & married a local girl eg Spirit of the dead watching,1892. Art 
as a new religion for both Gauguin & Vincent Van Gogh. Van Gogh's was a calling. He painted 800+ pictures, plus drawings, in 10 year period, 
experiencing insanity, mental breakdown & finally suicide, each painting a cry of anguish, eg the night cafe, 1888. With disharmonies of green, red 
& yellow expressing ‘the terrible passions of humanity'. He'd studied to become a pastor in Belgium, becoming an artist instead satisfied spiritual 
craving. Another broody individual was Munch, his unbalanced work having a cumulative effect. Theme of suffering through love, fin-de-siecle 
disillusion eg Frieze of Life, culminating in The scream,1893. Sculptor Rodin’s 20yr long, unfinished The Gates of Hell, also shows psychic 
distress of fin-de-siecle period. He objected to being called a Symbolist, working from nature like impressionist painters his sculptures were 
naturalistic feats, that also portrayed states of mind. Last great sculptor of old tradition, not innovative as Degas. Historicism provoked demand 
for a style of 19thC, Art Nouveau, 1st attempt to break from the past. New positive, expressive modern style of sculpture & architecture, taking its 
name from a gallery in Paris designed by Belgian Henry van de Velde. Munch's The Scream exact contemporary of the Tassel house in Brussels 
by Victor Horta featuring similar slithery, curvilinear patterns & decorative swirls characteristic with Art Nouveau, though there is no emotional 
turmoil in new style, patterns are purely decorative, flat & relaxed. Antoni Gaudi Spanish architect & Art Nouveau designer created buildings with 
whacky asymmetrical, jagged planes, extravagant forms, often having no straight walls or right angles, everything undulating with organic 
interplay of exterior & interior. American Sullivan created first skyscraper, 'form follows function'. Bourgeois domestic architecture another 
19thC phenomenon, ‘picturesque‘ tradition for small houses in England started by John Nash. Philip Webb's The Red House for artist William 
Morris. Later,Charles Francis Annesley Voysey’s informal rustic trend, eg Norney,Surrey. Individual plan for clients, wholesome cozy rooms, 
dream of lost rural bliss. In US Henry Hobson Richardson’s open plan,neo-romanesque, Shingle style houses.  
Inside & outside influences 

In 18thC, thinkers, critics & writers of Enlightenment inspired artists. Artists, architects & thinkers alike were influenced by Descartes & 
Isaac Newton, who was seen as hero of the enlightenment, eg Etienne-Louis Boulee. Artists inspired each other, Antoine Watteau inspired artists 
such as Boucher, Gainsborough & Goya who in turn was influenced by Rubens & various Venetian artists. Sensitivity of Chardin & sensuality of 
Boucher influenced Jean-Honore Fragonard. Bavarian sculptor Ignaz Gunther influenced by Italian Mannerism, late 16thC German statues & heir 
to traditional German naturalistic style dating back to Middle Ages. Bolognese were influenced by their own early 17thC masters. Venetians eg 
Francisco Guardi looked back at titian, Veronese & Tintoretto. Tiepolo’s ceiling a tribute to his own Venetian school & the art of Paolo Veronese. 
Demand from English patrons for Canaletto’s cool clear views of Venice & Rosalba Carriera’s portraits. Classical influence on architects & artists 
with Gothic & Chinese affording amusing deviations to emphasise classical norm. Rome was dominated by classicism of the High Renaissance & 
a classical education & Grand Tour influenced everyone. Classical influence on Americans after Independence because of the republican political 
morals perceived by it. Wincklemann’s reappraisal of art had a pervading  influence everywhere but especially in Rome, Canova & JL David had 
full artist conversion. Canova also influenced by Scottish painter Gavin Hamilton, Wincklemann’s friend. Napoleon harnessed the spirit of 
classicism & commissioned many public buildings for Paris inspired by Ancient Rome to bolster his right to rule. Also Ancient Egyptian influences 
eg obelisk on Place de la Concorde. These designs were sent abroad to inspire other nations. Many French artists influenced by ‘The Cult of 
Napoleon’, Others like Francisco de Goya inspired by horrors of Napoleonic wars. Gros was the most influential painter of his generation, Goya’s 
The second of May 1808 & the third of May 1808 might be seen as replies to Capitulation of Madrid by Gros. Old masters (like Rubens & 
Michelangelo) & Grand Style influenced Gros, Delacroix & Blake. Ingres was a devotee of Raphael. Delacroix also inspired by Gericault & Byron 
eg Death of Sardanapalus, Blake also influenced by Durer, Newton, Protestant mystics & Neoplatonists. Painter Casper David Friedrich 
influenced by his pious German Protestant background & new concept of Deutschheit which was inspiring many German artists, philosophers & 
poets. Turner influenced German trained American Albert Bierstadt, painted  idealised early scenes from America’s Far West. Turner's early work 
influenced by John Robert Cozens. Romantics partly influenced by medieval art & literature, but given the nature of the movement, personality & 
circumstances more of a direct influence on individual artistic styles. Constable influenced by Wordsworth. French landscape artists influenced 
less by transcendental ideas from poets & thinkers & more by Rousseau’s 18thC ideas on beauty of uncorrupted nature & the cult of individual 
sensibility he promoted. Manet also influenced by old masters, also Chardin, Goya eg The execution of the Emperor Maximilian & Japanese 
prints. Painted portraits influenced photography more than the other way around. Early Photography subjects showed influence of Dutch still life's. 
Thomas Eakins influenced by Rembrandt, Velazquez & Ribera eg The Gross Clinic, 1875. Colour theory & Positivism influenced Impressionists. 
Influence of Japanese prints & Impressionist style unshackled artists from Classical tradition & ‘authority of the old masters'. Japanese prints more 
influential than photography on Impressionists (& Symbolists eg Gauguin). Every major painter (except Cézanne) affected. Socialist politics 
influence Neo-Impressionist & Divisonisti art. Symbolists inspired by Baudelaire’s cult of private world of the self & theory of correspondences. 
Turned romantics & Delacroix ideas of expressive colours to line & form. Bernard & Pierre Puvis de Chavannes influenced Gauguin. He also drew 
inspiration from reproductions of Egyptian reliefs, Parthenon frieze, Rembrandt, Borobudur reliefs etc as well as his exotic South Sea culture & 
surroundings. Gauguin influential, Munch impacted by him impressionism, Seurat & van Gogh. Art Nouveau influenced by Symbolist, Rococo & 
Celtic ornament, pre-Raphaelites, William Morris & Arts & Craft movement but essentially new style. Post-Industrial Revolution nostalgia inspired 
19thC domestic architecture & art.  
Critics, thinkers & historians 

18thC thinkers questioned Christian teaching but didn’t actually rejected religion. German philosopher Immanuel Kant ‘greatest thinker 
of the time’, gave new direction to philosophy away from rational deduction,declared ‘Dare to know! … the motto of the Enlightenment’ 1784 John 
Locke wrote Concerning Human Understanding essay, 1690, beliefs on colour. Nothing innate & all ideas derived from experience. John-
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Baptiste Dubos furthered this, what appealed to the senses outweighed what appealed to the mind.Alexander Pope, Criticism,1711. Francois 
Marie Arouet Voltaire, only judged by ‘taste’,preserve of educated class. Denis Diderot, art critic, novelist & editor of French Encyclopédie, 
reviewed Paris Salons in 1760. De-emphasised theory, dismissive of Boucher, pro Greuze & Chardin. Leading journalists in 1712, Joseph 
Addison & Richard Steele, preached secular moral attitudes, love as ‘natural’ passion within a social framework, inspired satire by Hogarth. Sir 
Joshua Reynolds delivered Discourses every year at the RA. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, fierce critic of ‘evils of contemporary social life’, 
advocated cultivation of natural sentiments & didactic art to commemorate the war vets or genius. Johann Joachim Wincklemann reappraised 
the art of antiquity in influential book, ‘Thoughts on Imitation of Greek Works of Art’,1755, POV of the Enlightenment, statues as living works of art, 
endorsed imitating antiquity with emphasis shift from form to spiritual essence, art as expressive medium rather than mimetic. Journalist Jean-
Paul Martin immortalised in JL David‘s The Dead Marat, murdered in his bath by political rival Charlotte Corday. Classification of natural species 
by Linnaeus, (Carl von Linn) et al, realise we're part of evolution, theories by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck & Erasmus Darwin, classification of 
species & Charles Darwin, evolution of species. Johann Gottfried Herder, philosophy Germaness (Deutschheit). Goethe, greatest creative 
writer, wrote 1799 essay on Wincklemann, deplored Romantic philosophy. Romantics included influential poet, art critic & writer Charles 
Baudelaire, Byron was ‘most famous poet of the day’, Victor Hugo, leader of French Romantic Literature. Karl Marx & Friedrich Hegel, 
Communist Manifesto, London 1848. Robert Owen, factory essays, trade unionism & co-operative movement. Charles Fourier was French 
contemporary. Author Charles Dickens. Historian Jules Michelet ‘France herself, our whole sociality, is on that raft‘ 1847. Poet William 
Wordsworth, The Prelude. Poet Heinrich Heine wrote about Delacroix’s Liberty leading the people for the Salon. Critic & architect Heinrich 
Hubsch, ‘In Which Style Should we Build’, 1828, Romantic architecture. Architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel tried pretty much all the styles looking 
for his own. Anti-papist, social reformer, writer & art critic John Ruskin, perceptive admirer of Turner. Nikolai Chernysheskii’s essay started 
Russian Realist movement in 1855. Lev Nicolayevich Tolstoy, Russian thinker, social reformer, novelist. American artist & theorist, Asher B 
Durand, ‘Letters on Landscape Painting’ 1855 about Hudson River artists. Historians Francis Parkman & Henry David Thoreau wrote about 
American wilderness. Virginian writer, Moncure F. Conway, critic of Slavery. Fox Talbot published ‘The pencil of nature‘. French photographer 
Gaspard-Felix Tournachon/Nadar wrote about photo theory in 1856. Julia M. Cameron took photos of the poet Tennyson, Victorian ‘sage’ 
Carlyle & astronomer Herschel. American James Fennimore Cooper wrote Leatherstocking novels, around the time that artist turned politician 
George Caleb Bingham painted Fur Traders descending the Missouri, 1885. Scientific theories of 19thC were important to Impressionists new 
modern way of seeing. Michel Eugene Chevreul  wrote of colour theories. Also pursued study of optics & physiological principles with Hermann, 
L. F. von Helmholtz et al. Positivism was a philosophical system by Auguste Comte, non-scientifically variable explanations inadmissible. Our 
senses & perception are only acceptable basis of knowledge. French Poet Jules Laforge wrote of Impressionists he knew. Like Manet & Degas, 
Naturalist writers Zola & Maupassant also took urban night life as inspiration. Writer Edmond de Goncourt compared Greek art to 'boredom in 
perfection ' when looking at Japanese prints. Théodore Duret wrote 1st serious discussion of Impressionism 1878. Academician Jean-Leon 
Gerome stopped French President entering room of Impressionist work. Symbolist Movement heralded for poets by Jean Moreas with Socialist 
Manifesto 1886, who rejected Zola. Poet Gustave Kahn, gave further explicit declaration. Tolstoy, war and peace, 1864. Bell invents telephone, 
Edison invents phonograph & telegraph. Wilde, the importance of being earnest.  
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Fidessa 

The church is misty and 
gloomy in the 
background, using 
atmospheric perspective 
for depth but also to 
make a point about the 
church’s lack of input on 
these atrocities 

 

Lines important compositionally to represent depth and 
lead the eye, especially the perpetual triangle created 
by the guns, the hill and the uprising arms of the man. 
The diagonal line of soldiers pressing in is quite 
dramatic, they aim the guns as a strong horizontal at the 
man in white. The leg of the first solider is the diagonal 
towards the pile of bodies,  emphasised by the sweep of 
light coming from the lantern, countered by his sword 
hanging down. The strong V of the man in white's hands 
up is mirrored by the same pose in the dead man 
directly at his feet. the strong diagonal of the rolling hill 
behind him helps balance the frame from the left. 
There’s another triangle of interest between the faces of 
the victims and the sweep of the mans white shirt leads 
your eye to another set of faces. 

Loose brushwork on the faces show gesture of expression rather than accurate rendering but every 
face is different showing the different range of human emotions caused by the situation. The oil paint 
has been applied in what looks to be a hurried fashion, which scratches to reveal layers of colours 
underneath on the texture of the background. Some parts of the scene are rendered and blended 
careful, eg the swords and lantern but some parts look almost unfinished, eg the figures at the edges, 
this is unconventional, it is almost sketch like rather than the beautifully blended realism that we know 
oil paintings from earlier periods could be. It appears desperate as though the artist had to get the 
image out of his head and on to the canvas. Its huge too, made to make an impactful statement. 

Colours: A narrow colour palate with lots of earthy colours in it makes it feel realistic but also doesn't distract from the tonal lights and darks. The red 
of the blood and the green trousers of the monk, and the blue sleeves next to the blood on the dead man in the front brings them out slightly despite 
being dark figures, more than the rest of the crowd, because the man in white and the soldiers sort of steal the show. The mostly warm palate this 
increases the tension, too much heat on a cool night in Spain. Most of the clothes and background is dull but the blood is bright red, fresh, dramatic. 
There is a wide range of colour values, the mood is tense. Very tense. Use of contrasting colour values pick out areas of interest, the light is coming 
from the lantern, illuminating the man and the crowd but the soldiers are a dark force cutting over the corner of the light. Contrasting colour values 
are also used to model three-dimensional forms of the folds, shadows are picked out from the dramatic lighting, even some which don’t make sense 
to be there from the lantern, eg the first Frenchman's coat would have been in darkness. The distribution of the colour values helps pull your eye 
around the composition, light is mostly on the left side where the man in white is, darkness on the right from the bodies of the soldiers and the dark 
press of the night sky. 

Assignment 4. Annotation 1 

Suzy Walker-Toye (510646) 

The 3rd of May 1808 in Madrid or “The Executions”, 1814 
Francisco de Goya y Lucientes, 1746 - 1828 
Oil on Canvas, 268 x 347 cm 
Royal Collection, Madrid, 1814; entered the Prado Museum, before 1834 
Copyright © Museo Nacional del Prado 

In 1807, Napoleon Bonaparte's forces crossed the Pyrenees into allied Spain under the pretext of invading Portugal and started to take control of 
regions of Spain. Spanish King Charles IV abdicated to his son Ferdinand VII. The people of Spain rose up against the army (on the 2nd May 1808) 
and were brutally suppressed (3rd May) when Napoleon 'invited' both Charles and Ferdinand to France. Goya was court painter before the war, 
during Joseph Bonaparte’s rein as king of Spain, and remained when Ferdinand VII returned.  “Along with its companion, The 2nd of May 1808 in 
Madrid: the charge of the Mamelukes, this work was made at the initiative of the Reagent, Luis de Boubon in 1814. Both works may have been 
used to decorate a triumphal arch during the return of Fernando VII to Madrid, or to commemorate the celebrations of the second of May. (Museo 
del Prado, 2016)”. This work may be seen as an apology from Goya to "perpetuate by means of his brush the most notable and heroic actions of 
our glorious insurrection against the Tyrant of Europe”. Art critic Robert Hughes pointed out “with this painting, the modern image of war as 
anonymous killing is born, and a long tradition of killing as ennobled spectacle comes to its overdue end.” Another art critic John Berger ‘The light in 
his work is merciless for the simple reason that it shows up cruelty.‘ That his work has a culmination effect from one event to another. 'The way he 
composed was theatrical. His works always imply an encounter’ (Berger, J, 2001) 
 

The scene feels 3D 
because of the many 
overlapping layers, the 
pile of bodies, the 
people overlapping the 
man in white on the left, 
on the right the soldiers 
overlapping each other 
so closely they look to 
be touching, the overlap 
the lantern and the 
crowd and the 
background hill overlaps 
the front of the church 
looming mist in the 
background 

The illusion of depth is further created  by 
diminishing scale. The figures of the crowd 
look smaller than the soldiers and the 
church is smaller because its further away. 
The main figure in white would actually be 
massive if he stood up so his size has been 
manipulated to larger than life. 

 

The monks bald head is echoed 
by the shape and colour of the 
hill behind them, linking the 
locals to the land 

The pose of main figure is not 
only compositionally important, it 
tells the story of what is going on 
here, exploiting Christian artistic 
symbolism of Christ on the 
Cross, he is in the posture of a 
crucified man “linking the figure 
of the anonymous political martyr 
to that of Christ”, the stigmata on 
his hands reinforces this. He's 
thrown his arms up as though he 
were “throwing his whole life, in 
extremis, in the face of his 
murderers,” (Hughes, R, 2004). 
This is emphasised by the 
energy of the loose brushwork of 
the glowing white shirt, it gives  
the illusion of movement as 
though he’s just raised his arms.  

 

 

Goya uses broad, loose brushwork, blazing 
colour, and dramatic chiaroscuro lighting to stress 
the realistic scene. However, it’s likely not a scene 
that Goya actually saw, it is carefully constructed 
from a variety of sources of inspiration to 
represent what actually happened, including 
Goya's own Disasters of War series and an 
engraving by Miguel Gamborino in1813 (fig right) 
of the execution of several clergymen in the 
Murviedro quarter of Madrid. The chiaroscuro 
could be seen as a subversive turnabout on 
Caravaggio's divine light, this lantern is 
illuminating only death and allowing the French 
soldiers to massacre at night, or it could be read 
that darkness is war.  

 

'the inestimable importance of Goya 
for us now is that his honesty 
compelled him to face and judge the 
issues that still face us. ' (Berger, J, 
2001) 



Fidessa 

The shading and shadows from the waves  and 
clouds keep your eye going back to the centre of the 
canvas and that pile of bodies. 

Even if we didn’t know that Géricault spent a long time thinking about the composition of the 
elements in his painting from his sketches and preparatory work, we would know from the 
perfect lines of the pyramid system he’s used. Within the composition are two great pyramids 
(which I’ve outlined in red and yellow), the red pyramid runs along the construction elements 
of the raft itself, the mast, the rigging, the planks of wood, the line of the back of this pyramid 
(in orange lines) crosses the people, the dead man’s face at the bottom right and intersect at 
the grieving man’s face. The front point of the pyramid extends out of the frame into our 
space, emphasising our viewpoint as being so close that we could literally step onto those 
boards. The yellow pyramid is made from body parts, gestures and lines of sight. The 
pinnacle of which is the waving man’s hand, the lines cross the reaching and pointing arms 
and faces and it intersects at a reaching man’s hand out to the boat on the horizon (marked 
here as a blue dot) that he cannot see through the other people. There is also an implied 
trend line (green arrow) of emotion from dead and despairing (on the left) to hopeful at the top. 

Colours: A narrow colour palate with lots of warm 
colours in it makes it feel realistic but not at all 
photographic. The warm colours of the raft, the sky 
and the living people contrast with the cold sea and 
the deathly pallor of the dead. The palate is mostly 
warm in the middle where the drama is and cooler 
around the edges where there is only sea and death. 
Like the Goya 3rd May, here we see again most of 
the colours are quite dull but the bright red accents 
are fresh, dramatic. Again, there is a wide range of 
colour values, the mood is tense. Very tense. Use of 
contrasting colour values pick out areas of interest, 
the people on the top of the raft are dark against the 
bright horizon, the pale dead bodies in the bottom of 
the frame are quite bright against the gloom. the 
lighting is very dramatic. The distribution of the colour 
values helps pull your eye around the composition. 
Contrasting colour values are also used to model 
three-dimensional forms of the bodies, the dramatic 
lighting and treatment of the people is reminiscent of 
Caravaggio. Given the life size of the people and raft 
(for which he had the same carpenter build him a 
replica) and the strong chiaroscuro, it brings to my 
mind that those same characteristics were what lead 
people to think that Caravaggio used the Camera 
Obscura to help with his painting. It makes me 
wonder about this painting. He even acquired dead 
body parts to take home to ‘study’. I found no 
evidence either way in my research though. 

Assignment 4. Annotation 2 
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The Raft of the Medusa, 1819 
Théodore Géricault, 1791 - 1824 
Oil on Canvas, 491 x 716 cm 
Salon de 1819, entered the Lourve 1824 
Copyright © Musées du Louve 

The strong lighting creates deep showy contrasting 
lines to model the forms, from the soft contours on 
the muscles and hair of the people to the strong 
contours in the man made materials such as the 
barrel and the planks of the raft. Unlike the 3rd May, 
the modelling is very detailed in every aspect of the 
painting from the frothy waves, to the textures of the 
dead peoples skin, clothes and clouds in the sky, 
nothing is roughed out. Since the forms are much 
more realistic it s much more gruesome to look at the 
details. Géricault was going for shock value as well 
as story.  

This compositional scheme helps set the realistic illusion of depth, the edge of the red 
pyramid following the edge of the raft and the slats in the rafts construction fool your eye with 
linear perspective. The foreshortened human forms are stacked vertically in the frame so you 
see they completely cover the raft all the way to the 'back' of it where the mast is. The bodies 
in the painting overlap each other so much that you don’t really know where one finishes and 
the next starts, like a multi-limbed beast of fleshy parts. They overlap the parts of the raft 
such as the man with his hand draped over the wooden bean in the foreground and the 
people sat in front of the base of the mast. Having the people on the raft so close, and the 
ship, the Argus, in the background so tiny, and misty with atmospheric perspective, set the 
depth perception in the painting such that tiny strip of ocean between the top of the raft and 
the horizon is interpreted by the eye as miles and miles. This caused some criticism in its 
interpretation at its debut because this would be far too far away for the rescue ship to see 
them so their obvious hope is completely futile.  

Unlike the 3rd May, the oil paint has been carefully applied and blended to be almost 
classical in style, bringing to mind probable influences by Michelangelo. It is the beautifully 
blended realism of a history painting despite the subject matter, painted on a massive scale, 
elevating its subject. Eitner points out that Géricault violated certain expectations that the 
audience would have. He radically broke with contemporary art when he created a major 
public image without traditional religious or political meanings, on such a large scale which 
was usually reserved for such. Additionally, Géricault omitted from the Raft all devices for 
placing human suffering in an ideological context. “Its drama has no heroes and no message. 
No God, saint, or monarch presides over the disaster; no common cause is in evidence; no 
faith, no victory justifies the suffering of the men on the Raft: their martyrdom is one without 
palm or flag. It is as if Géricault had taken the foreground of human misery from one of the 
Gros' pictures and omitted the apotheosis above.” (Eitner, L, 1972) 

In Goya's work the expressions are that of pure 
hopelessness. Both works are both gruesome and 
physically imposing. They are both political. Both 
early Romanticism, both not quite history paintings 
in that they are painted on a grand scale but 
elevate & depict contemporary events. Both of the 
paintings are breaking with the traditions of a 
history painting. Both depict senseless loss of life 
by ordinary people, not heroes especially, innocent 
people. Both have been picked up as political 
allegory and inspired modern interpretation by later 
artists. Goya had a patron for his work, and was 
already an established artist, conversely Géricault 
expressly picked this subject to launch his career 
(because he was comfortably middle class enough 
to be able to afford to work without commissions). 

Theodore Géricault was a new type of middle class painter with artistic freedom to choose his own subjects due to a private income enough to 
support him working without commissions. He chose this contemporary scene. La Méduse (The Medusa) was a French government frigate which 
wrecked in 1816, there were not enough lifeboats so the 150 passengers were put onto a hastily constructed raft to and left to drift  with no food or 
water for 13 days while the incompetent royalist captain (who hadn't been to sea for 20 years!) and crew made off with the lifeboats, only 15 of them 
survived, rescued by the Argus, 5 only to die shortly afterwards.  This horrifying incident was very famous at the time, bringing scandal to the newly 
restored monarchy for appointing the captain, so audience of the Saloon where it was first exhibited would have known the story well despite playing 
it down with the title Scene of a Shipwreck. Géricault made obsessive research into the incident for years, questioning the survivors etc. His 
masterpiece has been used as political allegory ever since from Jules Michelet in 1847 to Banksy in modern times. 

Black man seen as a political anti-slavery statement. 
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Analysis: Effects of Industrial revolution on Landscape Painting  
 
The Industrial revolution (18th to 19th century) was not only responsible for our modern way of life but also sowed 
the seeds that would later blossom into modern art. A time of great change, new agricultural efficiencies saw 
workers moving out of rural country life, flocking to the cities, for chances at employment in factories. This caused 
great stress on the amenities of those cities for the poor eg horrific working conditions, bad sanitation, child labour, 
starvation and factories that created air and water pollution. While successful factory owners had country retreats, 
the workforce had cheap redbrick back-to-back housing turned slums. Not until the 1830s, with Owen & Fourier’s 
theories, did factory owners pay any attention to worker welfare.  

 
Fig.1  John Constable, 1776-1837, The Leaping Horse,1825, Oil on canvas, 1420x1873 mm, ©Royal Academy of Arts, London 

Prior to the Industrial Revolution, the landscape genre was the lowest of the low. Landscape was a background in 
paintings not the main motif. Interest in looking at the landscape, and landscape painting grew rapidly in the second 
half of the eighteenth century, leading to artistic definitions such as picturesque , landscape scenes which were 
seen as being artistic but containing elements of wildness. During the Industrial Revolution, a new class system 
emerged, middle/upper classes became richer and had more leisure time. Advancement in train transport allowed 
for day trips out of the city into the country to enjoy the fresh air. John Constable responded to this change with his 
huge six-foot paintings, remembering (mourning the loss of) simpler times. Reminiscing on his boyhood in the 
country, where man interacted with the landscape in a manual, natural way. eg The leaping horse, (fig 1). He was 
not attracted to the formality of the public city parks saying 'a gentleman's park is my aversion. It is not beauty 
because it is not nature'. He painted his finished work in the studio working from many outdoor sketches. He 
elevated landscape painting out of obscurity to the size of history paintings, laying the groundwork for the 
impressionists later in the century.  Constables contemporary Turner was famous for wild seascapes & dramatic 
skies, often shocking critics. In The Fighting Temeraire (fig 2), he mourns the loss of the glory days of sail over 
steam. Depicting ‘noble’ warship as an elegant but ghostly presence behind a black steam tug, spewing flame as it 
hauls her off to be broken down, the sun sets on past times. Much of this is artistic licence over reportage of the 
event. Like Constable, he is painting an idealised memory. 
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Fig 2. Joseph Mallord William Turner, 1775 - 1851, ‘The Fighting Temeraire tugged to her last berth to be broken up, 1838’  1839,  
Oil on canvas, 90.7 x 121.6 cm, The National Gallery 

 

 
Fig 3. Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg, ‘Coalbrookdale by Night’, 1801. Oil on canvas; 680x1067mm 
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The cities at that time were foul places, poet William Blake is famously quoted referring to London factories as 
"dark satanic mills", the painting in fig 3, 'Coalbrookdale by Night', illustrates this perfectly, the hellish fiery sky from 
great blast furnaces of the iron making town of Coalbrookdale, the horse drawn carts in the foreground are a direct 
contrast and hark back to the nostalgia of Constables world. The impressionists didn’t experience the time before 
industrialism, like Constable they turned to the landscape, working outdoors, but utilising 19th century discoveries 
on colour & optics they focused on the now, the fleeting impression. Monet treated scenes of London as he did 
everything else, as a mass of colour and light. ‘ If not for the fog, Claude Monet once remarked, “London wouldn’t 
be a beautiful city. It’s the fog that gives it its magnificent breadth.” (Art Institute Chicago, 2017). On the other hand 
Paul Signac’s Road to Gennevilliers (fig 4), pushes the industrial town of Asnières right into the distance, leaving a 
wide blank foreground for us to ponder the future, this area, awaiting future development into factories and houses, 
describes a landscape entirely shaped by human activity. 
 

 
Fig 4. Paul Signac 1863-1935, Route de Gennevilliers,1883, Oil on canvas, 735x916 mm © musée d'Orsay 
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